Hypnotic Hannah

Genre: BDSM Non-Traditional Sexualities
ParanormalPsychic, Hannah knows her
friends have unfulfilled needs but they
need a little nudge to explore them. So she
hypnotizes them to lower their sexual
inhibitions for one night. Two women and
four men eagerly try every combination
they desire. New connections develop,
challenging them to push beyond their past
experiences and their fears. But its Hannah
who faces the biggest challenge of
all.Hannahs always considered herself
sexually open and experimental. To her
surprise, the one man in the group who
doesnt believe in her powers wants to take
her sexual willingness to a new level. He
wants her to be his submissive for the
night. From menage and more to sex
swings and submission, even Hannah
couldnt have predicted the turn this night
will take for them all.Publishers Note: This
book contains explicit sexual content,
graphic language, and situations that some
readers may find objectionable: Anal
play/intercourse, BDSM, exhibitionism,
homoerotic sexual practices (m/m, f/f),
masturbation,
menage,
spanking,
voyeurism.
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